Functional validation of microRNA-target RNA interactions.
MicroRNAs are small, non-coding RNA regulators of gene expression with important outcomes in cell state, proliferation, metabolism, immunity and development; their deregulation leads to significant clinical consequences. MicroRNAs and their associated target RNAs can be identified by genetic, bioinformatic and biochemical methods. MicroRNAs can recognize target mRNAs via direct base-pairing and recruit effector complexes to modulate their gene expression in a sequence-specific manner. MicroRNA interactions with target RNAs produce their roles in gene expression. The following are some of the validation methods employed to confirm functionally relevant microRNA interactions with their target mRNAs. Each method involves interference with the microRNA or the target mRNA to disable their interaction, which should lead to loss of microRNA-mediated gene expression if the interaction is functionally consequential. Subsequent alleviation of the interference and restoration of productive base-pairing interactions between the microRNA and target should rescue microRNA-mediated gene expression and confirm the functional requirement for direct microRNA-target mRNA interaction. Characterization of functional microRNA interactions with their target mRNAs will provide significant insights into their gene expression regulatory mechanism and lead to the development of potential therapeutic approaches to manipulate these interactions and their consequent gene expression outcomes.